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CCTV Installation Tools
FEATURES

CABLE CUTTER

Precision cutter for solid, 
stranded, or flexible cables 

Cuts soft copper or aluminum 
up to AWG 6

Preserves cable shape for 
better connections

STRIP TOOL

Adjustable two- or three-level stripper

Strips outer jacket, shield braid 
and inner dielectric.  

Adjustable blade depth for various
coaxial cable thicknesses.

Self-regulating stripping method
ensures easy, repeatable strips

CRIMP TOOL

Angled head is more 
comfortable and easier to use 

Interchangeable die sets 
allow quick changes

Ultra smooth ratcheting action 

Double plated jaw assembly

Higher crimp force with 
lower hand force

COAX-CHECK REMOTE TESTER

Identifies open conductor open
shield/braid and shorted connections

Easy to read PASS, OPEN 
and SHORT indicator LEDs

Remote continuity tester for 50 
and 75 ohm coaxial cables

Tests remote cables installed 
through walls up 1000 feet  

(600 feet @ 75 ohm)

Powered by a standard 
9-volt battery (included)

KIT

A complete CCTV installation kit

Allows easy and precise cutting, 
stripping, and crimping

Sprint Products Group offers a complete array of
CCTV tools and accessories.

If you need cable cutters, crimpers or remote testers
we have the right tool for the job. 

Our CCTV Installer Kit gathers together all of the components needed by the
CCTV installer. Included are our best cutter, our best strip tool, our best
crimper, and three crimping die sets stored in an easy-to-carry zippered case.



Item # Description

825081 CCTV Crimp Tool
825082 CCTV Cable Cutter
825087 CCTV Strip Tool RG 58/59
825090 CCTV Die Set RG 59/6/CATV F
825093 CCTV Die Set RG 59/6/6 Quad/CATV F
825094 CCTV Tool Kit
825095 CCTV COAX - Check Remote Tester
To place an order or for more information, please contact your 

Sprint North Supply representative or call 1-800-755-3004 today!

CRIMP TOOL

Our crimper is the ultimate crimp tool for today’s CCTV installer.  High tech-
nology manufacturing methods combine with the latest in ergonomic design
to provide a tool which is easy to use all day long, for any sized hand, giving
quality crimps every time for every installer.

CABLE CUTTER

Our cable cutter makes a clean cut without mashing or deforming the cable,
so you can make fast, reliable connections every time.  And the ergonomic
design provides a tool which is easy to use all day long, for any sized hand.

STRIP TOOL

Our strip tool gives every installer the ability to make perfect 2-stage strips
like a pro, with no hidden cable damage and no dangerous open blades.
Instructions molded into the tool and an ergonomic design ensure high quali-
ty strips every time for every installer.

DIE SET

RG59/6 (CATV) F Die Set (Hex .346, .315, .256) 
Easy-change die screws make changing dies quick and easy. They are con-
structed of heat-treated steel for long life and interchangeable within the
crimp tool family.

DIE SET

RG59/RG6/RG6 Quad (CATV) F Die Set & HDTV (Hex .360, .324, .068)
Easy-change die screws make changing dies quick and easy. They are con-
structed of heat-treated steel for long life and interchangeable within the
crimp tool family.

TOOL KIT

Our CCTV installer kit is the perfect tool kit for today’s CCTV installer. An easy
to carry zippered case includes our best cutter, our best strip tool, our best

crimper, and the three crimping die sets to cover virtually any application.

COAX-CHECK REMOTE TESTER

Tests installed coaxial cables and includes BNC adapters
Our remote tester allows you to verify your cable installation without
installing any cameras or equipment, and you can even do it single-handed!
This tester is an extremely inexpensive way to save installation and trouble-
shooting time, and keep your install on schedule
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